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Abstract 
An abstract filtering equation is derived for a partially observed system. An infinite series 
expansion is obtained for the best mean square estimate in terms of the iterated Ito integrals 
with respect to the innovation process. 
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1. Introduction 
Consider the following stochastic system: 
yt= ’ s O<t<T, 0,x,) ds + w,, 0 
where x = (x&~[o,TI is a measurable real-valued process on a complete probability 
space (G 9, P), w = (QtStO. rl is a standard Brownian motion on (Q, 9, P) and h(s, x) 
is a Bore1 measurable function on [O, T] x R. Now let F: := o(y,: 0 < s < t), and 
similarly for 9F3’. Assume that (F&etO,T1, (9_tX*y)tet0,T1 satisfy the usual conditions, 
i.e. they are right-continuous and contain all P-null sets in B. Throughout this paper, 
we assume that w is independent of x. For notational convenience, we write 
ft:= fkxt), x,s := ECjW”ls’l,f; :=x,t 
^ ^ 
and the same for h,, ht,,, h,. And all stochastic 
integrals are understood in the sense of Ito. 
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Our aim is to compute the best mean square estimate E[f; (Fi[ 1, wheref = f(t, x) is 
a Bore1 measurable function on [0, T] x R. 
In the present paper, we obtain an abstract filtering equation in terms of the 
innovation process, which was originally obtained by Kailath and others 
(1968,1971,1973) in a different way under some stronger conditions, as well as an 
infinite series expansion of nonlinear filters as sums of multiple stochastic integrals 
with respect to the innovation process, in which the integrands of these multiple 
integrals are themselves random. This expansion is used to calculate the innovation 
process by Yu and de Figueiredo (1993), and then the conditional expectation itself, as 
long as given the moments of some function of the state process x and the observation 
y. Since it is difficult to verify some integrability in our case, modified versions of some 
results from the book by Lipster and Shiryayev (1978) are given so that they can be 
applied to our case. 
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is for some preparation. Then in 
Section 3, some results in Liptser and Shiryayev’s books (1978) are improved. In 
Section 4, we derive an abstract equation for the best estimate, and an infinite series 
expansion for the conditional expectation. Finally, Section 5 presents a note for brief 
discussion of computation. 
2. Preparation 
We need the following result in which the first (i)-(iv) is from Theorem 1.1 
(Kallianpur and Striebel) in Ocone (1983). 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that ES: hf ds < + co. Let PO be a measure dejined on (a, 9) 
as follows: 
Then 
(i) P, is a probability measure, and P - P,; 
is an uniformly integrable martingale, where E0 denotes the expectation operator with 
respect to PO; 
(iii) On (Q, PO), (YJw, TI is F,Y-Brownian motion independent of (x~)~~[~,~]; 
(iv) (~0, E ~0, TV has the same law on (52, P,) as on (G?, P); 
(v) infos,rT A, > 0, since A, is a positive continuous function in t; 
(vi) &,~up~~~~~/l~ < + 00, since the following fact (see (4) in Section 6.2 of 
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Durrett (1984)): 
From Lo&e (1974) Section 2Y.4, we obtain 
(2.1) 
Since P - PO, we do not distinguish that “as.” is w.r.t. PO or P in the sequel. 
3. A theorem on local martingab 
We assume that readers are familiar with the concept of the conditional expectation 
(see Gihman and Skorohod (1974) or Ch. II Section 7 of Shiryayev (1984)). We first 
state the following lemma and definition: 
Lemma 3.1. If a, -+ a, a.s. and 1 a,, ( 2; g for all n > 0, where g is a random variable such 
that E[glY] < + 00, then 
lim E[a,(?Z] = E[alS’], a.>. 
n-a, 
Proof. Apply the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem to a, l,i_ 1 CE[SISI<i), 
i= 1,2,... . 0 
Definition 3.1. Let 9 be a sub-o-,ilgebra of 9. Process (x,,pt) is called of Y-class 
D process if for each t, there exist sets Ai E 9, i = 1,2 ,... , u,T 1 Ai = 52, Ai n Aj = 8. 
i #j such that 
is uniformly integrable, where F is the set of all finite Fl-stopping times. 
Remark. Taking Ai = {i - 1 < b c: i), it is easy to see that a process (a,) is of 9-class 
D if it satisfies (a,( < blc,l, a.s., where r.v. b E Y is finite and (c,) is of class D (see 
Remark 8.5 in Elliott (1982)), especially when (c,) is an uniformly integrable 
martingale. 
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Then, assume that %I is a sub-a-algebra of %, +s is a %I v %:-adapted measur- 
able process, and (Z,),, [0, Tl is a %f-Brownian motion independent of %I, where 
%f := a{Z,: 0 < s < t>. Then it follows that (Z,) is also a %I v %F-Brownian 
motion. 
Now we are in position to state the following theorem on the representation of 
a local martingale, which is an extension of Theorem 5.14 in Liptser and Shiryayev 
(1978). 
Theorem 3.1. Let the above hold. Suppose that 
P 
(I 
‘$:ds< +cc =l, 
0 
(ii) f E %I is a jinite random variable such that 
P(f~(Ell~~,,/%ll)‘ds< + a)= 1. 
(iii) For each t > O,(m,),,~O,tI is of %:-class D process. 
(iv) E[Jfm,) I%:] < + co. 
Then fir each t E [0, T], 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
Proof. Let z,,‘s be %I v %:-stopping times as follows: 
” = f 
inf{t d T: fi 4s ds b n>; 
T, if jt $i ds < n. 
Then since (3.2), z”T T and for each n and N, mj”) := m, ~ m and (&mj”) = 
(J~l~rn~s~~~~sdZS), where_fN =f 1 CIflSNj, are square integrable martingales. 
It follows from Theorem 5.13 and its Corollary 1 in Liptser and Shiryayev (1978) 
that 
t 
E[fN.d”‘I%‘] = t f 
s 
E[l,,ts~fN~sl%~]dZ,. (3.5) 
0 
Write Bi = Uh = 1 Ak, where Ai E %f is defined as in Definition 3.1 for (m,). Then Bi f Q 
and for each i and t, (lBimt h ,,), . IS uniformly integrable and E( ls,m,( < + 03, hence 
ECMmt ,, rn - 41 --f 0, n + + co. Therefore, since 
P{E[lfN+“’ -.&I [%?I > E 
< P NE[l,Jmj”)-- m,,l%3 ,)+ P jzll 
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we obtain, using Lemma 3.1 and (3.4), first let n --) + co, next let N -+ + co, and 
finally let i -+ + co, 
E[f,mj”‘l~~] -+ E[fm,)F;,Z] in pr. (3.6) 
To complete the proof of the theorem, note that it follows from (3.3) and Lemma 3.1 
that 
Hence, according to (4.60) of Liptser and Shiryayev (1978), n --, + co, next let 
N* +a, 
The proof is completed by combining (3.5), (3.6) and (3.7). Cl 
Finally, the following lemma is an obvious corollary of Lemma 8.3 in Liptser and 
Shiryayev (1978). 
Lemma 3.2. Let (c~J~~[~,~] be some random process with 
(3.8) 
where 3 is a sub-a-algebra of 9. Then for t E [0, T], 
4. Innovation method for mean square error estimation 
Since the integrability and integral itself of the predictable processes w.r.t. semimartin- 
gale are unchanged under the absolutely continuous change of the probability measure, 
see Lengart (1978), we shall not distinguish the stochastic integral under P or PO. 
4. I. An abstract formula 
First, we state a lemma which is the special case of Theorem 18.21 in Elliott (1982). 
Note that this theorem can also be easily proved by using the above Theorem 3.1 and 
the Ito formula. 
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Lemma 4.1. Suppose that E j; hf ds < + co. Then 
E,[A,&“] =exp{~~4dy,-1f~~:dsj 
is continuous, hence b := (info~ll~tEo[n,(~~])-’ < + co for any t. 
From this result and the definition of A,, it follows that 
- A 
‘I:= E,[/i,J$T/] = exp is ‘(h ’ o - &)dv, - ;S’(h, - i,)‘ds , 0 (4.1) 
where v, := y, - ji i. du is called the innovation process, see Kallianpur (1980). Then, 
I?, d b .A,, s d t. Hence we obtain the following lemma from Theorem 2.1, Lemma 
4.1, and Remark of Definition 3.1. 
Lemma 4.2. (;i,),,,,,,, is of FT-class D process. 
We also need following results (see below (4.2) and (4.3)). Suppose that 
Elftl’< + co and EJ:hids < + co. Then, first of all, we have 
s 
T 
(EoCMh, - kJ~,l Cl)‘du 
0 
(4.2) 
since EfthEdu < + co and (E[f,2~~--Uy])UE~0,TI has a CORLOL version (see Elliott 
(1982)), hence is a.s. bounded on any finite interval. 
Next, since (h, - 6,)& is F+ v Y;-measurable, it can be written as 
A(x,(~,)oi.<.). F rom Property (i) in Gihman and Skorohod (1974) (p.33) and the fact 
that (y,) is independent of (x,) it follows that 
Eo[ll(hU - &Al I%‘1 = (EolA(x,a)O(,=(,“~,,“~u 
is F”:-measurable for s > U, hence, by the facts that E JOT hZ ds < + cc and (4.2), it 
follows from Lemma 3.2 that 
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(4.3) 
We are now in position to prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that for all s, t, Ef2 < + 00, E(f,h,( -C + a;), and 
E si hf ds < + co. Then for any s, t E [0, TJ 
ff., = Eft + 
s 
:(Wh,l~:l - ~Cf;l~-%l~~C~,I~-Zl~~~,, P-a.s. 
where (v,) is the innovation process. 
Proof. By Ito’s formula, it follows from (4.1) that 
A; = 1 + 
s 
'(h, - &)&iv, 
0 
with 
(S 
f 
P (h, - jlJ2$ ds < + oc = 1 Vt E [0, T]. 
0 
Now (2.1) can be rewritten as follows: 
I,, = EoCL/l,lC’l. 
Substituting (4.4) we obtain 
j;,, = Eof, + Eo .A ‘(h. - k)&,dv,P--: 
[S 0 1 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
= Eof, + Eo L [S k - k)/l,dy,W 0 1 
- E. fi [S ‘(h, - &)&k,du\P-: 1 , (4.6) 0 
In order to apply Theorem 3.1 to the second term of the right-hand side in the above 
equality, we need to verify the corresponding conditions. Now, (3.2) holds because of 
(4.3, and (3.3) because of (4.2). 
For condition (iii), by the definition of (v,) and (4.4), we obtain 
Is ‘(h, - i;,)&,dy, < 0 I Is ‘(h, - i;,)/i,dv, + 0 I Is ‘(h” - t;,)/i,h^,du 0 
d 1 +A,+b.c,, (4.7) 
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where C, = jil(hu - &)/l,i,ldu. But b < + cc since Lemma 4.1 and &,lcsl 
< @I(h, - &,)&ldu d 2iJ,Th:du < + co. Hence Condition (iii) follows from 
Lemma 4.2, and Remark of Definition 3.1. 
As to (3.4), it follows from the facts (4.7), (2.1), E1;’ < + o(, and (4.3) that 
(dS := s; (h, - &,);i,&,du) 
G ~oclf;ll~~1 +~oclft~sll~~l + ~oCl.L&Il~~l 
d -Wftl + E[IIf,Ii~-,Yl + EoClft4~~;1< + a. 
Then, from Theorem 3.1, it follows that 
E. ft 
[J 
‘(h, - ~,)&dy,(P; = 
I s 
S 
EoCf;(h, - ~u)~uI~-81d~u. 
0 0 
And by applying (4.3) and Lemma 3.2 to the last term of (4.6), we obtain 
E. fr 
[S 
‘(h, - 1;,)&&,du)9;: = 1 s ‘E,[J;(h, - i;J/i,l~“lZ]&,du. 0 0 
Therefore from (4.6) and (2.1) it follows that 
(4.8) 
4.2. The infinite expansion for E[ftlFl] 
In what follows, the symbol fi pqsl dv,, is defined by pj: qs, dv,, if p does not depend 
on s1 and jS, qsl dv,, is well-defined in sense of Ito w.r.t. some semimartingale (v,, ‘St). 
Note that p is not necessarily adapted to 9,. And in the rest of the present paper, the 
so-called multiple integral is just the iterated integral. 
First of all, let us introduce some notations. Write, for all i, 
HJ,(S,,... ,si) := X0,, ... h,J - i h^,jE(f,h,, .,. hSJ_,hSj., ... hs,) 
j=l 
+ c ~,,,~sl~E(S,k, ... hsj,_,hsJ,+, ... kj,_ihsj,+l ... h,;) 
lbj*Cj2Qi 
+ ... + (- l)%S* ... c;,E[f;]; 
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Theorem 4.2. (1) Zf for all t E [0, T], ES: hz ds < + co, Ef;‘/$’ < 
i = 1,2,... ,I, then (set s0 = s): 
r-1 s s1 
~,,= Efi + C 
ss I 
... s’~‘H,,(s,,...,Si)dv,i’..dv,, 
i=l 0 0 0 
s s1 ss s sr-1 _ + . . . Hf,(sl ,... ,sp)dv,, . ..dv.,, 0 0 0 
where (v,) is the innovation process. 
4- co, for all 
(4.9) 
(2) If for all t E [0, T], E si hi ds < + GO, EL2 kf’ < + m, for all i = 1,2 ,,.. and 
E_f’ exp(2 jt h,2 ds} < + co and there exists an integrable r.v. Q such that ) h,l < Q, for 
all t E [IO, T], then (set s0 = s): 
J;,, = Eft + ~ 
ss s 
’ ” ... 5i-‘Hf,(S1,...,si)dv,~ . ..dv.,. 
i=l 0 0 0 
(4.10) 
where the injinite series is understood as as.-convergence and (v,) is the innovation 
process. 
Proof. (1) Note that Theorem 4.1 is the special case r = 1 of (4.10). For r = 2, we 
begin with (4.8). Apparently, we need to prove that 
&CL(h,, - &,)&P--:,1 = ffs,(sd + 
s 
S1 - 
H~,(sI > 4 dvs,. (4.11) 
0 
By substituting (4.4) into the left-hand side of (4.11) we obtain 
- k;&Cf, 
s 
“(h,, - k,)li,,dv,,I~:,I. (4.12) 
0 
According to the conditions of the present theorem, we now can apply the same 
method as in the proof of Theorem 4.1 to the last two terms in (4.12) (ft in Theorem 4.1 
is now replaced byf, k,, for the first term of them, and the condition E(J2 hz) < + co 
is needed). Then (4.11) is proved. 
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For the general case, we repeat this procedure Y times, and (4.9) is obtained. 
(2) Apparently, we need to prove that as r + + co, 
R,(f,,s):= ’ ?.. 
ss s 
‘,-‘Hl~(sl,...,s,)dv,~...dv,, --) 0, P-a.s., 
0 0 0 
where R,(f,, U) := E[A IF:]. For this end, using the CORLOL version of E[QlYF], 
set stopping times 
i 
T, if SU~~~,~~E[QIY~] < n; 
“, = inf(t d T: E[QIF$] B n}, otherwise. 
Then znT T since the sample of, E[Q I&“] is a.s. bounded in any finite interval. It 
follows from 1 h,J 6 Q, Vs that ) h, A r, 1 < n Vs. Since 
{z,_~<~<z,}EF;, Vn=1,2 ,..., U~zl{z,_l<s<z,}=Q, 
we obtain IWf,,s)l = Cnimljr,_l<sdr,j IRJfr,s)l. It is now easy to see that for i > 1, 
fi/,(b.. 
^ - 
,&I = HJ&~(SZ~~~~~Si) - hs,Hf,(S22..*~Si). 
From this fact it follows that 
El jr,>sjlRJf,~s)12 (4.13) 
(s 
s n zn 2 SATn_ 2 
d 2E K- r(&,>sr)dv,, 
0 ) U 
+ 2E kL~(.Ls~)% 
0 1 
~2 ‘El 
s 
jr,~,slj(lRr-l(fthsl,s1)12 + n”lR,-~(f,,~d12)d~~. (4.14) 
0 
Here we used the facts that (1x1 + 1~1)” 6 2(x2 + y2) and ll,,,asllh^,l ,< n. Now by 
applying the procedure (from (4.13) to (4.14)) to the functions R,_ l(~rh,,,~l) and 
R,_ I(ft,sl) respectively, we obtain 
E(l~,n>,.jlR,(f,>s)12) 
s s1 
< 22 
sS( 
Eli, r,~S2)R,-2(ffhS,hS2,sz)12 
0 0 
+ n2Ell~r,>S~j R,-&?-i,s2)12 + n2Ell~m~S2)R,-2(fth,,,s2)12 
+ n4Ell~r,~sz~ R~-2(fr7~2)12 dszdsl. 
1 
After repeating this procedure r - 2 times more, we obtain 
E(1, +,IR,(f,,s)12) 
G 2j;J; .--~~-‘(Ell:.~~~~_,;Ro(l;h., .4.,412 
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+ ... + n2*Ell(r,$S~~Ro(ft,~,)[2 ds,...dszdsl. 
But for any square integrable function g, 
ElRo(g,s,)12 = -WCd~~rll* G Eg*. 
Therefore, we obtain 
s s* 
E(lirn~s~lR,(ff,~)12) < 2’ ss I *r- 1 ... L-E(f,*% ... h:) 0 0 0 
+ n2 i W&s1 ... k_*k,+, ... h+)” + ... + n"Ef,"] ds, ..e dsi 
j=l 
SV-1 = 2’ 
jj j 
S S’ ‘.. E[fI”# + n”)+is’+ n2)]ds;..ds1 
0 0 0 
= E f2.[2j;(h: + n2)dul’ * 
r! 
hence, by the assumption, 
It follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma that 
I1 ~r,~s)R,(.Ls)l + 0, as. Vn. 
Finally, since { 2, 3 S} T Q, 
IR,(f;,s)l --) 0, as. 
The proof of Theorem 4.2 is completed. 0 
5. A note on the computation procedure 
In practice, formula (4.10) can be applied to the calculation ofj,S as long as one is 
given the innovation process and the (mixed) moments offt and h,. Then a question 
arises: How to compute the innovation process? Note that both the integrands and 
the innovation process are functions of k,, our problem reduces to the computation of 
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i,. This can be done by using (4.10), which is shown briefly as follows. For details, see 
Yu and DeFigueiredo (1993). 
First, replacing5 by h, and taking t = s in (4.10), we obtain 
Note that the right-hand side of the above equation is a function of (&) with given 
moments of (h,). The calculation of (if) then can be done by truncating the series in the 
right hand side of the above equation and then using the method of iterated approx- 
imation. This procedure is proven a.s. convergent in Yu and De Figueiredo (1993). In 
practice, the moments usually are obtained by the state equation and the Monte Carlo 
method. A computer simulation example of the application to a discrete case is given 
in the above-mentioned article. Finally, the best estimate& is computed by substitu- 
ting (i;,) into (4.10). 
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